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RATIONAL DEBATE AND ONE-DIMENSIONAL

CONFLICT*

DAVID SPECTOR
This paper studies repeated communication regarding a multidimensional
collective decision in a large population. When preferencescoincide but beliefs
about the consequences of the various decisions diverge, it is shown, under some
specific assumptions, that public communication causes the disagreement between beliefs either to vanish or to become one-dimensional at the limit.
Multidimensional disagreement indeed allows formany directionsofcommunication, including some that are orthogonal to the conflict,along which agents can
communicatecredibly.The possible convergencetoward a one-dimensionalconflict
where no furthercommunicationtakes place may be related to the empirically
observed geometryofthe political conflictin many countries.
I. INTRODUCTION

This paper develops a model of repeated communication
between agents facing a collective decision. We consider a situation where agents' interestscoincide,while theirbeliefsabout the
uncertain payoffs of the collective decision diverge, and we
analyze the dynamics of beliefs induced by strategic communication regarding this uncertainty.The main result states that the
disagreementcannot remain multidimensionalforever,as beliefs
all converge either toward the truth, or toward some onedimensional disagreement. We model communicationas a cheaptalk game (see Crawford and Sobel [1982]): in every period a
randomlyselected agent observes a signal about the state of the
world and talks about it publicly, which causes all agents to
update their beliefs. Then, another agent is randomlyselected to
make the collectivedecision. The informationstructureallows us
to ascribe the possible persistence of some disagreement to a
communicationfailure, as the infinitesequence of signals would
be enough,ifknownto all agents, to let them learn the truth.
The intuition of the main result has a simple geometric
expression: a one-dimensional conflictcan be a steady state,
because there are onlytwo "directions"ofcommunication,so that
a "left-wing"agent always wants to reporta left-wingsignal, and
conversely,making communication impossible. The same logic
implies that, as long as the disagreement is multidimensional,
* This paper owes much to Thomas Piketty,who took an active part in an
earlier version. I am also gratefulto Abhijit Banerjee, Michael Kremer,Augustin
Landier, and two anonymous referees fortheir helpful comments.All errors are
mine.
co2000 bythePresidentand FellowsofHarvardCollegeand theMassachusettsInstituteof
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agents manage to communicate credibly along a more "neutral"
direction,orthogonalto their conflict,and beliefs keep changing.
These two argumentstogetherimplythat,startingfroma multidimensional disagreement,repeated communicationcauses beliefs
to change and converge toward a steady state, characterized by
fullagreementor one-dimensionaldisagreement.
However general the intuition seems, its formal modeling
requires very specific assumptions: agents are infinitelyimpatient,communicationis bound to be public, there is a continuum
of agents, the payoffsof the collective decision are not observed,
and the model only considers a particular utility functionand
signal structure. Under these assumptions, we show that for a
positive measure set of initial beliefs, convergence to a onedimensional conflictis a positive probabilityevent.
We believe that this result may be of interest fortwo main
reasons. From a theoretical viewpoint,we know relatively little
about communicationin games withcommonknowledgeofdiverging priors,of which this model is a case. More importantin our
view, our results might be related to an empirical fact generally
considered a puzzle: contrary to the predictions of the most
natural economic reasoning (see, for example, Arrow [1963]),
political conflictstend be organized along a one-dimensional axis
[Poole and Rosenthal 1991; Snyder 1996]. Such considerations of
dimensions and axis of conflictmay be quite important for a
number of economic questions. For example, an importantdifference between the political economyofredistributionin the United
States and in Continental Europe seems to be that the axis of
conflictdiffers:the debate focuses mainly on the level of fiscal
transfersin the United States, while in Europe the level of the
minimum wage, and in general the amount of direct price and
quantitycontrols,are more central.
We do not claim that our model should be viewed as an
ofestablishing a link between the
explanation, given the difficulty
real world and our highly abstract model. However, we believe
that taking seriously the idea, explored in a growingliterature
(for example, Banerjee and Somanathan [1998] and Piketty
[1995]), that political conflictsare as much about beliefs as about
interests,may help to address this puzzle. Stating that "it takes a
Nixon to go to China" has become a commonway ofsaying that the
credibilityofinformationtransmissionregardingcollectivechoices
depends on people's perceptionsofpoliticians'priorpreferences.A
recent literature (forexample, Cukierman and Tommasi [1998])
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has investigated this idea formally,and our model explores it
further,with a focus on the long run and on the issue of conflict
dimensionality.
The paper is organized as follows:afteran informaloverview
of the main results in Section II; Section III presents the model
and discusses its assumptions; Section IV analyzes its steady
states; Section V describes its convergence and stability properties; and Section VI concludes.

II. OVERVIEWOF THE MAIN RESULTS

IL 1. TheSetting
We summarize here the main ingredients of the model,
displayed in full in the next section. In order to focus on belief
heterogeneityin collective choice problems, we consider a large
population (a continuum of agents) characterized by identical
preferences about some collective decision but differentinitial
beliefs about some state of the world relevant forthe collective
decision. We investigate the transmission of new information
about this state ofthe world,and how it affectsthe distributionof
beliefs in the long run. We assume the population to be initially
partitioned into two groups, labeled 1 and 2, differingonly with
respect to their initial beliefs. We study the following game,
repeated in everyperiod:
(i) A random signal is drawn, providing some imprecise
informationabout the true state ofthe world.
(ii) A randomly selected agent (the speaker) observes the
signal.
(iii) The agent who observed the signal sends a message to
the whole population, which causes all agents to update
theirbeliefs.
(iv) A randomly selected agent (the receiver), belonging to
the group other than the speaker's, takes the collective
decision.
This settinghas the followingimplications:
* Almostall beliefsare modifiedonlybythe messages sent by
the finitenumber ofagents who directlyobserved a signal.
Therefore, all the learning that takes place is through
communicationabout signals.
* Infinitelymany imprecise signals add up to very precise
information,so the conflictwould vanish in the long run if
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signals were public. Therefore,any failure to have everyone learn the true state ofthe world in the long run should
be ascribed to the fact that, forstrategic reasons, signals
are not fullyreported.
The core of the paper is the analysis of step (iii), which we
model as a cheap-talk game: agents rationallyupdate theirbeliefs
given the speaker's strategy,which is optimal given updating
rules. Step (iv) implies that the speaker's goal is to the other
group's belief as close as possible to his new belief. Initial belief
heterogeneity limits communication; on the other hand, the
informationconveyed by the signal is relevant for all agents,
which should allow for some communication. Our results are
drivenby the interplayofthese two opposing forces.
11.2. The Results
We are interested in the sequence of both groups' beliefs
We show that it convergesalmost surelytoward a steady
state, that is, a pair ofbeliefssuch that furthercommunicationis
impossible.Therefore,the main results deal withthe characterization of steady states (Section IV). They are expressed in terms of
the dimensionalityofthe conflictbetween groups.
Beyond this specific model, the meaning of the distinction
between one-dimensional and multidimensional conflictis quite
general: a conflictis multidimensionalifit is possible forgroupA's
beliefs to become closer to group B's on some issues, and farther
from them on some other issues. If, on the contrary,people's
beliefs reflectuncertaintybetween a "conservative"view of the
world spanning all relevant issues and an opposite "progressive"
view,but rule out beliefsthat are conservativeon some issues and
progressiveon some other,then the conflictis one-dimensional.
The main result states that a steady state is characterized
either by no conflictat all (both groups agree on the truth)or by a
one-dimensional conflict.The argument breaks down into two
parts:
* There exist steady states characterized by a one-dimensional conflictofbeliefs(Proposition 1).
* As long as the disagreement is multidimensional,further
communicationis possible (Proposition2).
The firstresult (illustrated in Figure I) relies on the idea that
ifthe conflictis already polarized along some "left-right"
axis, then
(P 1tP2,t).
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One-Dimensional Conflicts

informationtransmission may be impossible. If both groups'
beliefsare faraway fromeach otherand sufficiently
extreme,they
are little affectedby new information,so that a left-wingspeaker
always wants to move a "right-wing"agent to the lefteven after
observinga right-wingsignal (and conversely),and he cannot be
credible.
The second result-the most importantof the paper-relies
on a geometricargumentillustrated in Figure II (in the sketch of
the proofofProposition2 below): ifthereexist changes in groupA's
beliefsbringingthem neithercloser to nor fartherfromgroup B's
beliefs (geometrically,the change of beliefs is orthogonal to the
conflictbetween groups), then an agent in group B is a priori
indifferentabout such belief changes. Therefore,he will want to
induce a change ofgroupA's beliefalong a neutral directiononlyif
he really observed a signal along that direction.This means he
can credibly communicate along this direction. Intuitively,this
neutral directionmeans that it is possible to convey information
by expressing a view that is left-wing on some issues and
right-wingon some other.
Therefore,repeated communicationreduces the dimensionalityofthe disagreement until it becomes at most one-dimensional.
Section V describes the dynamicsin furtherdetail, and we show in
particular that convergenceto a one-dimensional conflict(rather
than no conflictat all) occurs with a positive probabilityfor a
positive-measureset ofinitial beliefdistributions.

III. THE MODEL
III. 1. Players and Preferences
We consider a continuum of agents partitioned into two
groups(1 and 2), and engaged intorepeated communicationover a
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discrete infinitehorizon t = 0,1,.. . In every period t a collective decision M, = (xt,yt)E Xj2 is to be taken. Agents all have
the same state-contingentutility function U(M,s), depending
on the decision M and some uncertain state of the world s. U is
given by

U(Ms) = -IIM - Ms112,
where Ms = (xs,ys)is the optimal decision when the state of the
world is s. The state of the world is unknown to the agents, and
remains the same in all periods. Agents have an infiniterate of
time preference:in period t they maximize the expectation of

U(MA).

Along each ofthe two dimensions,there are two possible ideal
decisions: xs and ys can each be equal to either 0 or 1. There are
thereforefour possible optimal decisions (0,0), (0,1), (1,0) and
(1,1). Since the state of the world is relevant only through the
optimal decision,we will identifythem and write(i,j) forthe state
ofthe worldwhere the optimal decision is (ij).
A belief p about the state of the world is an element
(poo,iio,poi,pi,) ofthe three-dimensionalsimplex A.
We assume that all agents belongingto group i have identical
beliefs in period zero, denoted piO. The differencebetween beliefs
across groups is the onlyheterogeneitybetween agents.
We first characterize the indirect preferences induced by
some belief p. The quadratic state-contingentutility function
yields the followingsimple result: an agent's indirectpreferences
given a beliefp are representedby the indirectutilityfunction,
V(M)

= - JIM - M * ( p)112,

withM * (p) = E(MlIp) = (so +

poo +

i,).

Remark. A belief p can be any element of the threedimensional simplex A, but as far as the induced preferencesare
concerned, only M * (p), which varies in a two-dimensional set,
matters. The informationthat is conveyed by the belief p in
addition to that conveyed by M * (p) is related to the correlation
between the agent's beliefs about x, and about y,: infinitelymany
beliefsp correspondto the same M * (p). Althoughthis additional
informationis irrelevant forthe induced preferencesgiven quadraticpreferences,it is relevantforthe analysis ofthe communication game, since it affectsthe way agents update new information.
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Notation.Throughoutthe paperwe are goingto writeQ for
the square [0,11 x [0,1]. Clearly,the most preferreddecision
inducedbyanybeliefbelongsto Q.
III.2. The CommunicationGame

The following
sequenceofeventsis infinitely
repeated:
(i) A signal is drawnrandomlyaccordingto a probability
distribution
dependingon thetruestateoftheworld.
(ii) A randomlyselected agent observes the signal, and
everyonelearns "whatthe signal is about"(see subsectionIII.3 below).
(iii) The agentwhoobservedthesignalspeaks.
(iv) A randomlyselectedagentbelongingto the groupother
thanthespeaker'stakesthecollectivedecision.
To keeptherepeatedgamesimpleenough,we assumethatin
an
everyodd(respectively,
even)period,priorto decision-making,
agent(the speaker)is randomlychosenin group1 (respectively,
group2) according
totheuniform
distribution.
The randomization
is independent
acrossperiods.The speakerthenobservesa signal
ut providingsome information
about the state of the world,
updates his beliefs,and can attemptto communicateto other
agentsby sendinga message.An agentin the othergroup(the
receiver)is thenrandomlychosento be a dictatorin periodt and
take the collectivedecision.We assume that communication
is
public:whenan agenttalks,he has to talk to everybody,
and not
onlyto theagentsofhis owngroup.We are goingto writes(t) and
r(t), respectively,
forthe speaker's and the receiver'sgroupin
periodt,so that(s(t),r(t))is (1,2) ift is odd,and (2,1) otherwise.
The assumptionsof a continuumof agents and of public
communication
implythat,exceptforthefinitenumberofagents
who directlyobserveda signal,all the othersreceivedthe same
information,
comingexclusivelyfrompubliclysent messages.
in periodt almostall agentsin groupi (i = 1,2) have
Therefore,
the same beliefpit. Withprobability1, neitherthe agent who
observesa signal in periodt northe dictatordirectlyobserveda
signal in an earlier period. This implies that the receiver's
decision followinga message m, sent by the speaker is

M * (B(pr(t)t,mt)),where B(p,&) denotes the belief held after
updating the informationat starting fromthe belief p. Given the

formofindirectpreferences
and thefactthatthe speaker'sbelief

when he speaks is B(ps(t),1tu), the speaker chooses mtto minimize
- M * (B (pr(t),t,mt))II:
he sends the messagethat
IIM* (B(ps(t)^t,ut))
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minimizes the distance between his new most preferreddecision
and the futuredictator's.
We assume that although agents act, whenever they can, in
orderto maximize the expected utilityderived fromthe collective
decision, they do not observe their own utility.Therefore,agents
learn nothingon their own, and their beliefs are affectedonly by
the messages they hear. This strong assumption is needed if we
are to focus on limits on learning imposed by communication.If
agents could learn fromtheir utilitylevel, then they would learn
the true state ofthe world at once.
III.3. The Signal Structure
To make the probleminteresting,signals must be neithertoo
uninformative,nor too informative.On the one hand, we are
interested in the extent to which strategic communicationmay
leave roomforsome disagreement. Therefore,a desirable feature
of the model should be that making the infinite sequence of
signals public would cause all agents to learn the true state ofthe
world: this will imply that any failure to learn the truth results
from a communication failure. On the other hand, to make
strategic communication nontrivial, signals should not be completelyinformative:iftheywere, then given identical preferences,
the agent who observed the signal would simply report it, and
would be believed.
We make some very specific assumptions about the signal
structure. It is assumed to allow not only for pure signals
(providinginformationabout x, onlyory,only)but also for"mixed"
signals providinginformationsimultaneously along both dimensions, with various "ratios of informativeness"along both directions. We assume that this relative informativeness(the direction
of the signal) along the two dimensions is drawn at random and
becomes known to all agents, but that this piece of information
alone tells nothing about the state of the world. More precisely,
the signal can be decomposed in two steps.
First, a direction0 E [0,-r)and a "signal intensity"a E [0A]
(with A < 1/2\I2)are drawn at random, from a probability
distributionindependent of the state of the world, with strictly
positivedensityeverywhere.0 and a becomecommonknowledge,but
theydo not provideany informationabout the state ofthe world.
1. A similar assumption is made by Hart [1985].
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Then, the agent randomlyselected to be the speaker observes
a signal that can take two values Sa{,) or Sa,,+7,.We writefij(Sa,
,) for
the probabilityofobservingSai,0ifthe state ofthe worldis (ij).
We assume that the functionsfijare given by
fij(Sa, 0)

=

1/2 +

a(pi cos 0 +

fjsin 0), with Po = -1, PI

= 1.

This implies that fij(Sae) + fij(Sa,0+ir)= 1. The assumption A <
1/2\2Iimplies that fij(Sad) > 0 forall i,j, a, and 0. This functional
formhas the followingsimple property:ifp is the beliefassigning
equal weights to all four states of the world (so that
M * (ji) = (1/2,1/2)),
then M * (B(i,Sa0)) = M * (ji) + a(cos 0,sin 0),
so that 0 is the direction of the change of the agent's most
preferreddecision, and a is the magnitude ofthis change.
This example allows us to make the assumption of common
knowledge of the signal direction more precise: the direction 0
(mod a) is some commonlyknown informationabout "what the
signal is about." For example, 0 = 0 mod ar(respectively,7r/2
mod a) means that the signal provides informationonly about x,
and not at all about ys (respectively,the opposite). All other
directionsare mixed,and are more and more informativeaboutys
(relative to xs) the closer 0 is to the vertical.
The signal structure assumed above is one of many that
would yield the same results: what is needed is only that
informativenessis bounded and that in infinitelymany periods,
each direction0 occurs and is commonknowledge with a strictly
positiveprobability.
IL. 4. Role ofthe VariousAssumptions
Continuum of agents. This assumption is necessary: with
finitelymany agents, each ofthem would observe infinitelymany
signals directlywith probabilityone, and would thereforelearn
the trutheven withoutany communication.
Public communication. If communicationwere not bound to
be public,then the speaker would communicatethe signal at least
to his own group,since thereis no priordivergencewithina group.
Therefore,each group would learn infinitelymany signals, and
converge to the truth with probabilityone. The necessity of this
assumption, as well as that of the continuum assumption, highlightsthe factthat this paper may be more relevant to thinkabout
the politicaldebate (involvingmany agents and characterizedby a
"public"character) than about othercommunicationsituations.
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Infiniteimpatience. This assumption is made forsimplicity.
Given the complexityofmodelingforward-looking
behaviorin this
stochastic context, we do not really know to what extent it is
necessary for the results. At the very least, the results should
carryover,by continuity,to the case ofveryimpatientagents.
Knowledge of the signal direction. This assumption is made
for simplicity.Together with the fact that there are only two
signals along each direction(fora given intensity),it implies that
the pure equilibria of the communication games are either
completelyuninformativeor completelyinformative,which facilitates the analysis.
IV. STEADY STATES

As we stressed in subsection III.2 above, the existence of a
continuumofagents implies that in the beginningofany period t,
almost all agents in group i have the same beliefs pit, resulting
from updating all the messages sent between periods 0 and t
starting from pi0. This, and the assumption that the random
determination of speakers and receivers is independent across
periods, ensures that in the beginning of period t + 1, the

speaker'sand the receiver'srespectivebeliefsare ps(t),t and pr(t),t

with probabilityone. This allows us to keep track of the entire
dynamicsby using (Pl0,p12,t) as an exhaustive state variable.
As always in pure communication games, the question of
equilibrium selection arises, since there always exists, alongside
any otherequilibrium,a "babbling"equilibriumwhere no communication takes place. However, since there are only two signals
(once the uncertainty about a and 0 has been resolved), there
exists foreach belief distributionand signal directioneither the
babbling equilibrium only,or the babbling equilibrium and the
"communicative"equilibrium where the speaker reveals the signal.2 Whenever such a communicativeequilibrium exists, we are
going to select it. This defines a stochastic process (p1,t,p2,t)t20

startingfromsome arbitraryinitialcondition(p1l0,p2,0). We first

characterize its steady states, which will allow us to describe its
dynamicsin Section V.

A steadystateis a pair ofbeliefs(p1,p2)

suchthatno further

2. We omit mixed equilibrium, since one can easily show that forany belief
distribution,theyoccur fora zero-measure set ofsignal directionsand intensities.
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communication
is possible,i.e.,suchthatif(pltp2,t)
(pl t+ I1p2,t+l)

= (p1,p2)

with probability
1.

=

(p1,p2)

then

Notation.For ij in 10,1)2 let 8ij denote the vertex of A
correspondingto the probabilitydistributionassigning probability 1 to the event Is = (ij)}, and 0 to the otherthree events. We are
goingto call thesegments[8jj,8jI] (where(ii') # (j,j')) theedges
of A. They correspondto beliefs assigning a positive probability
only to the two states of the world (ij) and (i',j'). There are six
such edges, since there are fourvertices.
We firstshow whythere are many steady states characterized
by a one-dimensional conflictof beliefs, that is, such that all
beliefs belong to the same edge of A. Proposition 1 states that
there exist steady-state belief distributionswith support in the
interiorofany given edge.
PROPOSITION1. Consider an edge L of A. There exists a set of
steadystates (p1,p2) E L2 whichhas a nonempty
interiorin
L2, and therefore,a strictlypositive measure.
The proofis in theAppendix. Proposition 1 is veryintuitive:if
all beliefs are on the same edge of A, the disagreement is
one-dimensional.3 Therefore, any new information(signals or
messages) changes beliefs in a way that makes new most preferred policies still belong to the same one-dimensional set. If
beliefs are initially far apart, then, since the informativenessof
signals is limited, extreme beliefs remain extreme whatever the
signals (and, therefore,the messages) they observe: posterior
beliefs are determinedmostlyby priorbeliefs rather than by new
information.This implies that if the speaker is a left-wingerand
the receiver a right-winger,
the speaker would always preferthe
receiver to believe he observed a left-wingsignal, irrespectiveof
the signal he truly observed. This means he cannot be credible,
and agents are stuck in this polarized beliefdistributionwhere no
furthercommunication can take place.4 The distance between
3. Thesesteady-state
beliefsdistributions
mayormaynotdisplaycorrelation

betweenx andy: ifthe edge containingbothbeliefsis [8oj,8lj] (respectively,[8jO,8jl])
fori = 0 or 1, then both groups agree that Ys = i (respectively,xs = i), so that the

is onlyaboutthe dimensionx (respectively,
disagreement
y) and beliefsare not
correlated.But ifthe edge is [Ioo,8111
thereis a positive
(respectively,
[8oi,80l1),
betweenxs andys.
(respectively,
negative)correlation
4. Notice that the truthis even more "extreme"than any belief in a
one-dimensional
steadystate.Thisis an unfortunate
consequenceofthemodeling
choicecharacterized
byonlytwostatesoftheworldalongeach dimension.In the
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priors in our model is the equivalent of a distance between
preferences,and Proposition 1 is the equivalent, in our context,of
results stating that the greater the distance of preferences,the
less communicationtakes place.
What are the other steady states? Proposition 2 provides a
partial answer by showing that a belief distributionsuch that no
belief belongs to an edge of A is not a steady state. It is the most
important result of the paper, and it relies on the orthogonal
argumentmentionedin the introduction:as long as agents assign
a positive probabilityto at least three states of the world, there
exists a signal direction moving the receiver's induced most
preferreddecision orthogonallyy"
to the disagreement, and information can be crediblytransmittedalong this direction.Given the
infinitehorizon,communicationwill take place in the futurewith
probabilityone, and such a beliefdistributionis not a steady state.
In otherwords,Proposition2 establishes a partial converse ofthe
result in Proposition 1: the steady states of Proposition 1 are
almost the only ones (there also exist steady states such that all
beliefs are located on differentedges of A, but we do not mention
thembecause, as will appear in Section V below,the probabilityof
converging toward them is zero if the initial beliefs are not
degenerate).
PROPOSITION
2. Assume (p1 ,p2) is such that p1 and p2 assign a
strictlypositive probabilityto more than three states of the
world (that is, none of these beliefs belongs to an edge of A).
Then (p1,p2) is not a steady state.
Sketch of theproofof Proposition2.5 The argument summarized here is illustrated in Figure II. Let us write Mi forM * (pi)
(the mostpreferreddecision ofgroupi agents beforeany communication takes place). One can show that, writing Mil for
M * (B(piSa0)) and Mi- forM * (B(piSa,0+)), there exists a signal
direction0 such that
* Mj M2+(forexample) is orthogonalto M1M2. (If a belief is
not one-dimensional, then there exists a signal direction
moving the correspondingmost preferreddecision along
any given direction,here the one orthogonalto M1M2.)
real world we should think of a continuumof possible states of the world,so that
some beliefs may be, on average, to the leftof the truth,while some others are to
the rightofthe truth.
5. The fullproofis available fromthe author upon request.
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FIGURE II

* M+ and M2+arelocated on the same side ofthe M1M2. (This

amounts to saying that although the two beliefs do not
move along the same direction,the directionsalong which
theymove forman acute angle.6)
* The distances MiM+ and MiM[- are roughly equal if a is
small enough (if the signal is little informative,then Mc+
and M[- are approximatelyequally likely).
This implies that MM2+ < M+M-and M-Mi < M-M+
Therefore,a group 1 agent wants to truthfullyreport Sa t if he
observed Sa,0 and expects to be believed: his most preferred
decision is M+ and the receiverin group 2 is going to choose M2+ if
he reports Sa,0, M2- otherwise. The form of the indirect utility
functionimplies that the sender wants to minimize the distance
between his most preferred decision and the receiver's. The
6. This is a difficultpoint: it is not true that in general the directionsof two
beliefchanges induced by the same signal forman acute angle. The result we prove
is that forany given pair ofbeliefsand direction0, thereexists a signal movingone
of the most preferreddecisions along the direction 0, and the other one along a
directionformingan acute angle with 0.
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inequality M M' < M'Mi implies that this is done by reporting
San,0Similarly,the second inequality implies that a group 1 agent
wants to truthfullyreportSamt+,
ifhe observedSam+,Therefore,there exists a communicative equilibrium when
the signal directionis 0, the intensityis small, and the sender is in
group 1. By continuitythere exist many in a neighborhoodaround
0, so they occur with a strictlypositive probability.This means
that with probabilityone, some communicationwill take place in
some futureperiod, and beliefs are going to change. Therefore,
(p1,p2)

is

nota steadystate.

V. DYNAMICS, STABILITY, AND CONVERGENCE

For any initial condition(p1I0,p2,0), the stochasticprocess

is a bounded martingale,just as any Bayesian learning
process. That is, conditionalon a memberofgroup i's belief pit at
time t, E(plt+ I Ipit) = Pit. Therefore,the martingale convergence
theorem applies (see Neveu [1975]), and as t goes to infinity,
(pItp2,t) convergestoward some steady state (p1,p2) with probability 1.7 Having characterized the set ofsteady states in Section IV,
we examine in this section how the probabilitydistribution of
limit beliefs on that set varies as a functionof initial beliefs. The
description of the belief dynamics starts with the following
restrictionabout possible limits.
(p,1t,p2,t)

PROPOSITION
3. AssumethatPllOand p20 have fullsupport.Then
the limitbeliefdistribution(p1 ,p2) iS such that
(i) either P1 and p2 assign probability1 to the true state of
theworlds, i.e.,p1I= p2 = as;
(ii) or P1 and p2 both belong to some edge [8s,8J of A
containingthe true belief.
Proof See the Appendix.
The second case corresponds to convergence toward the
steady states described in Proposition 1, characterized by a
one-dimensional conflict.Although these are not the only steady
states, Proposition 3 rules out convergence to any other (for
example, belief distributionssuch that beliefs belong to different
7. Strictlyspeaking,the martingaleconvergence
theoremonlyimpliesthat
the systemwillconvergesomewherewithprobability
one. The limithas to be a
steadystate (in the sense definedin SectionIII above) onlyif the transition
has adequatecontinuity
whichis thecase ifwe select
correspondence
properties,
the most informative
equilibriumat each stage (selectingthe truth-telling
whenever
itexistsdefinesa continuous
equilibrium
transition
correspondence).
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edges). It remains to prove that one-dimensional conflictindeed
happens at the limitwith a strictlypositive probability.
Although we do not fully describe the dynamics, we focus
below on the followingtwo cases: the one where the initial belief
distributionis close to a one-dimensional steady state (Proposition 4), and the one where initial beliefs are close to each other
(Proposition5).
Proposition 4 shows that if the initial belief distributionis
close to a one-dimensional steady state, then there is positive
probability of converging toward a nearby one, and that this
probability converges to one as the initial belief distribution
converges to such a steady state. This result is important: it
means that the steady states ofProposition 1 are locally stable (as
long as they assign a positive probabilityto the truth): if such a
steady state is locally perturbed,the system converges back to a
similar one with positive probability.This is a weak notion of
stability,since we do not prove that if a steady state is locally
perturbed,the system goes back to it with probabilityone-only
that with a large probability it does not go very far. This
proposition implies that the steady states of Proposition 1 are
meaningful:convergencetoward a one-dimensionalconflictoccurs
with a positive probabilityfor a positive-measure set of initial
beliefs.
PROPOSITION4. Consider an edge L ofA containingthe true belief

Bs, a steady state

(p*l,p*2)

in the interior of L2, and a

W of (p*l,p*2) in L2. There existsa neighborneighborhood
hoodV of (p*l ,p*2) in A2 suchthatif(p1,0,p2,0) E V thenwitha
strictlypositive probability (p1,t,p2,t)t,0 converges toward a
limit belonging to W. This probability converges to 1 as
(p10 ,p2,0)convergetoward (p*1,p*2).

The main idea of the proof(available fromthe author) is as
follows:assume that steady-statebeliefsassign a zero probability
to the event "ys = 1,"so that theyare located on the horizontalaxis
is
definedby the belief"ys= 0," assumed to be true. Since (p*IP*2)
a steady state, "horizontal" communication is impossible. By
continuity,communicationat nearbybeliefdistributionsis almost
only about the "vertical"variable ys, so that beliefs move orthogonally to the horizontal axis. An agent's expectation of his own
beliefchange is ofcourse zero. But since the truthis that "ys= 0,"
agents' expectations of their vertical movement,based on their
own beliefs (assigning a positive probabilityto the event "ys= 1")
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are biased upward: the true vertical movement is downward on
average, meaning that agents tend to move back toward the
horizontalaxis '5y = 0."
The next result qualifies Proposition 4: if initial beliefs are
close enough to each other,then convergence to the truth-and
total agreement-occurs with probabilityone.
PROPOSITION
5. If the ratios I4'0p20/p2,0p',O (for all pairs (p,q) of
states of the world) are close enough to 1, then all beliefs
convergetoward the truthwith probability1.
ProofofProposition5. See the Appendix.
This result is stronger than a continuitypropertyaround
identical initial beliefs:one could have expected the probabilityof
convergenceto the truthto convergeto one, instead ofbeing equal
to one around a given initial distributionwith identical beliefs.
The proofrelies on the followingidea: since in period t almost all
agents in bothgroups observe the same information(the sequence
of messages up to period t), Bayes' rule implies that pl1tp2,t/p2,tp1,t
is independentoft,so that ifit is close to 1 initially,it must also be
close to 1 at any steady state, meaning that the limit beliefs are
close to each other.However,by an argumentclose to the proofof
Proposition 1, one-dimensionalconflictis impossible when beliefs
are close. So the limitbeliefsmust be the same, and hence both be
true.
To summarize, we have shown in this section that convergence toward one-dimensional conflictoccurs with a positive
probabilityfora positivemeasure-set (thoughnot the entireset) of
initial beliefdistributions.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

One may wonder how sensitive the results are to the various
assumptions. As explained in subsection III.4, they would fail for
obvious reasons if there were a finitenumber of agents, or if an
agent could speak to his own group only.We have a less clear idea
about the possibilityof relaxing the assumption of infiniteimpatience, as the forward-lookingbehavior this would induce makes
the analysis of the communication game difficult(at the very
least, a continuityargumentshould allow our results to carryover
to the case ofveryimpatientagents, withthe set ofpossible steady
states convergingtoward the one found here as the rate of time
preferencegoes to infinity).Similarly,we do not know to which
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class of utilityfunctionsour results can be extended. The reason
for this uncertainty is the very counterintuitivenature of the
geometryof Bayesian updating in several dimensions, exemplifiedby the factthat the changes ofthe most preferreddecisions of
two agents having observed the same signal can go in very
differentdirections(Section IV). These problemsmay weaken the
orthogonalityargument. Extending the results to more than two
groups would be particularly welcome: it would make the link
with the evidence from political science more meaningful. It
should be possible, at least, to extend our results,by continuity,to
the case where the initial belief distributionis close to two main
groups-for example, ifall groups except two are small enough,or
ifall initial beliefscan be partitionedinto two sets ofneighboring
beliefs.
Generalizing the model to more than two dimensions seems
relativelystraightforward:afterextendingthe signal structurein
a natural way, it should be sufficientto consider a plane containing both beliefs in the corresponding simplex, and to apply
Proposition 2 to that plane by restrictingthe attentionto signals
leaving beliefs in that plane. This would show that steady-state
beliefsmust belong to a commonedge ofthe simplex.
Further developments in Bayesian theorymight allow us to
assess how general our argumentis, and how relevant it may be in
terms of political economy.This should be the subject of future
research.

APPENDIX

ProofofProposition1. IfL = [bij,bijI (with(ii') #(j,j'), then
each beliefbelongingto L can be summarized by a single number
p in [0,11 denoting the probability assigned to the state of the
world (ij), the probabilityassigned to (i',j') being then equal to
1 -p.
We consider a belief distribution such that the respective
beliefsofgroups 1 and 2 are p and p'. We assume that there exists
a communicativeequilibrium when the signal directionis 0, the
intensityis a, and the speaker belongs to group 1. Given the signal
structure,forall signal directions0'

1
F

-<

fij(Sa,0')
<F
f /'Sa,0')
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with F = (1 + 2AV)/(1 - 2A2). Therefore,if in equilibrium the
speaker reports the signal, the posterior beliefs of members of
groups 1 and 2 belong,respectively,to the intervals,

p

pF

[p + (1 -p)F'pF

+ (1 -p)]

an

and

p
pr
P + (1- p)F 'p'F +1- p'

IfpF/(pF + 1 - p) < p'/(p' + (1 - p')f), then whatever the signal
was, the speaker's posteriorbelief assigns a lower probabilityto
(ij) than the receiver would after observing any signal. Therefore, if the receiver expects the speaker to report the signal
then the best response forthe speaker is to reportthe
truthfully,
signal increasing the probabilityassigned by the receiverto (ij),
that is, S,6 if fij(Sae )/fi'j(Sa,0)> fij(Sa, +r /ffj'(Sa,0+i), Sam+1T
otherwise.
Since this best response is independent of which signal the
speaker observed, truthful reporting of the signal is not an
equilibrium, and there is no communicativeequilibrium. By the
same argument,there exists no communicativeequilibrium with
the speaker in group 2 if pF/(pF+ 1 - p) < p'/(p' + (1 - p')F).
This inequality is satisfied by a positive measure subset of L2,
whichyields the result.
QED
Proof of Proposition 3. A general result about Bayesian
learning is that if a belief assigns initially a strictlypositive
probabilityto the true state ofthe world,then withprobabilityone
its limitdoes as well (see Aghion et al. [1991]). If case (i) does not
hold,thereexists a state ofthe worldw #s such that p, > 0. Since
almost all agents in both groups (all except those who directly
observed a signal) received the same informationbetween periods
Oand oo,Bayes' rule implies that
I

1,0

10 1

2

2,0

2,0 2

Pr(messages up to tlw)
t-m

Pr(messagesup totls)

Thereforep,2 > 0. We know fromProposition2 that neitherp1 nor
p2can be in the interiorofA,for(p1,p2)would notbe a steady state
then. Therefore,both pl and p2 belong to [8,8w]
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Proof of Proposition 5. We consider a pair of initial beliefs

(p10,p20) such that for all pairs of states of the world (p,q),
|, 0u2,?u 1p0 -11 < e. Wewantto showthatifE is smallenough,
then with probability1, lima,(pl, l,p2,t)= (8s8s)
Let us assume that witha positiveprobability,
lima, (plt,p2 t) =

* (8,8s). By Proposition 2 we know that p1a and p2(plc,p2-)
belong to the same edge of A. Let us assume, for example, that
they both assign weight only to the states of the world (0,0) and
(1,0). Let us definefori = 1,2,pi = pil0, and let us assume thatpi <
P2 (group 1 is "to the left"ofgroup 2).

Step 1. Assume that the signal directionis horizontal(0 = 0)
and the signal intensityis maximal (a = A). The signal structure
implies that fori = 1,2,
=

B(piw,SAo)(1,O)

+

-

_

B(pi -,SA,(1,0)=

and

Pi

Pi + C(1-Pi)

withC = (1 + 2A)/(1 - 2A) > 1. Since (p1,p2-) is a steady state, it
must be the case that whenever the speaker is in group 1, he
wants to reportthe "left-wingsignal" SA,7 even afterobservingthe
"right-wingsignal" SAO, which is true if
piC

p2C

piC

P2

pIC+1-PI

P2+C(1-P2)

p1C+1-PI

p2C+1-P2

or

P2

C > 1 and pI

< P2

+C1

- P2P

implythen the inequality

P2 (1 - PO~ > lC2 - P2 (1 -P2)l
C2 11- PI2(1
-P2)
P2(l""P2)

Step 2. For everyperiod t, Bayes' rule implies that
it

1,0

PIOPOO

1,t 1,4

2,t

2,0

PIOPOO-

pl'tp ,

Pr(messages up to tl(1,O))
Pr(messages up to tI(00))0'
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so that
1,t 2,t
1,0 2,0
11101100 _11i0 l'00
I't

2,t

1100 1110

1,0 2,0

POOP10

Taking the limit of this identityas
(1

-

P)/Pi (1

-

P2) =

t

tends to infinityyields P2

10 00 00 10?

Step 3. Steps 1 and 2 implythat ifforall pairs (p,q) ofstates
ofthe world,
P(
i
10 20
(1-pi)
C2 1
1Pp0q . -1
<E
then
20 10
P~
2
Pp Pq
PI)

P2(1
> C2 -

and

PI______

1-

P(1
P1(1""P2)

I) |<

so that
EC2>>

- P2(1 " PI) > C2 - P2(1 -Pi)

_

> C2 -1-E

which cannot be true ifE is close enough to zero, given that C > 1.
This proves that if E is close enough to zero, then (p1,,p2c-) cannot
be a steady state characterized by a one-dimensional conflict,so
that (by Proposition2), (p1-,'p2) = (88,)
QED
OF TECHNOLOGY
MASSACHUSETTSINSTITUJTE
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